Wednesdays, August 2017 at 2:00 pm
August 2 - The Resurrection of Gavin Stone (2016) PG
Former child star Gavin Stone (Brett Dalton) is forced to do 200 hours of community service at a local church
after trashing a hotel in his Illinois hometown. Stone pretends to be a Christian to land the role of Jesus in
the church’s annual play. He then falls for the show’s director who happens to be the pastor’s daughter.
Stars Brett Dalton, Anjelah Johnson-Reyes, and Neil Flynn. 1 hour 31 minutes.

August 9 - Live by Night (2016) R
A group of Boston-bred gangsters set up shop in Florida during the Prohibition era. Joe Coughlin, the son of the Boston Police
superintendent, long ago turned his back on his strict upbringing for the spoils of being an outlaw. But even among criminals
there are rules, and Joe breaks a big one: crossing a powerful mob boss by stealing his money and his moll.
Stars Ben Affleck, Elle Fanning, Brendan Gleeson. 2 hours 9 minutes.

August 16 - Moonlight (2016) R
A look at three defining chapters in the life of Chiron, a young black man growing up in Miami. His epic journey
to manhood is guided by the kindness, support and love of the community that helps raise him.
Stars Mahershala Ali, Shariff Earp, Duan Sanderson. 111 minutes.

August 23 - A Dog’s Purpose (2017) PG
A devoted dog (Josh Gad) discovers the meaning of its own existence through the lives of the humans it teaches to
laugh and love. Reincarnated as multiple canines over the course of five decades, the lovable pooch develops an
unbreakable bond with a kindred spirit named Ethan (Bryce Gheisar). As the boy grows older and comes
to a crossroad, the dog once again comes back into his life to remind him of his true self.
Stars Josh Gad, Dennis Quaid, Peggy Lipton. 1 hour 40 minutes.

August 30 - The Shack (2017) PG-13
After suffering a family tragedy, a depressed man faces a crisis of faith. He receives a mysterious personal
invitation from God to meet at a place called “The Shack.” He will find his life is changed forever.
Stars Sam Worthington, Octavia Spencer, Tim McGraw. 2 hours 12 minutes
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